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ABSTRACT

In vitro release test (IVRT) using the vertical diffusion cell (VDC) is a well-established method to evaluate the performance
of a topical dosage form and to better understand the physicochemical characteristics of the product. The VDC is the
most frequently used apparatus to measure drug release from semisolid products and has been in use for more than
fifty years; however, the technique is often hampered by high variability and inadequate reproducibility. Various method
parameters influence drug release and the associated variation of the release profiles. The purpose of this manuscript is
to examine the critical parameters of the VDC apparatus and the methods that are developed using it, and to highlight
potential sources of variability that must be well understood to develop, validate, and implement highly effective VDC
methods.
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I

INTRODUCTION

n vitro release testing (IVRT) as a tool to support
topical product development has been around for
approximately 50 years. Early studies were performed
to understand the release characteristics of traditional
steroid creams and ointments that were available at the
time; Shah et. al. and several others carried out many
release rate determinations of hydrocortisone and
betamethasone dipropionate semisolid products (1, 2).
These early years also included the introduction of the
vertical diffusion cell (VDC) and coining of the term ‘Franz’
diffusion cell (3).
The VDC is the most frequently used apparatus to develop
and validate IVRT methods. There are other acceptable
systems, such as the immersion cell and USP Apparatus 4,
but these systems are beyond the scope of this article. The
VDC is usually made of borosilicate glass and is comprised
of two compartments: a donor chamber that holds the
formulation during the course of the experiment, and a
receptor chamber that contains an appropriately selected
receptor fluid and serves as the sampling site during
the experiment. The receptor chamber is designed to
maintain a constant temperature via either a water jacket
or dry heating source. Between the donor and receptor
chamber sits an appropriately selected synthetic, inert
membrane, which acts as a holding surface for the
formulation and serves as a demarcation between the
*Corresponding author
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two chambers. The membrane is intended to keep the
drug product and receptor fluid completely separated.
USP Chapter <1724> describes the VDC in greater detail
and recommends specific dimensions for the apparatus
based on input from leaders in industry, academia, and
regulatory agencies (4). Various dimensions are described
with orifice diameter, receptor volume, and donor
chamber size being the most critical to understand to
keep variability as low as possible. During the last 20 years,
various publications have reviewed various aspects and
applications of IVRT as a tool to support topical product
development, from scale-up and post-approval changes
for non-sterile semisolid dosage forms (SUPAC-SS) to the
more recently proposed topical drug classification system
(TCS) (5–9).
In 1997, the first regulatory document regarding the
use of IVRT was published to support SUPAC-SS. This
guidance from the agency allowed the use of IVRT in lieu
of clinical trials for certain levels of changes in commercial
products. Several levels of changes, including changes in
manufacturing site and scale, changes in manufacturing
process and equipment, and certain changes to the
components and composition of the drug product (e.g.,
excipient grade or supplier and amounts of individual
excipients) allow the use of IVRT as a tool to demonstrate
equivalency between pre- and post-manufactured
batches in lieu of clinical trials (10). As a result of this

initial regulatory publication, the demand for developing
IVRT methods across the pharmaceutical industry
grew substantially and started to become essential to
core development programs for topical drug products.
Regulatory expectations for the use of QbD as part of
topical product development also increased, creating the
need for additional tools to optimize product performance.
Thus, the application of IVRT to understand changes in
release mechanisms with changes in composition and
process parameters emerged and allowed better insight
into the development of high quality topical products.
Whether developing a new drug product or a generic
equivalent, developing an IVRT method in parallel with
the product allows optimization of the formulation and
manufacturing process at various stages of development.
The release properties of the active ingredient from
the formulation provide insight into the microstructure
of the product, particularly during long-term stability
studies, and therefore allow optimization of the physical
characteristics of the formulation during product
development. The IVRT method can also provide support
for sameness of novel drug products between stages of
clinical development by establishing sameness as minor
formulation changes are implemented during the course
of clinical assessment. Each of these applications is critical
to reduce risk throughout the development program and
justifies implementation of this performance test very
early in the overall product development strategy.
Over the last 20 years, regulatory approval of generic
medicines has increased significantly; however, regulatory
approvals for locally acting topical generic drugs have
lagged behind. For locally acting drugs, measuring drug
concentrations at the site of action is often not feasible,
and plasma concentrations are rarely a good indicator
of bioequivalence (BE). As a result, clinical endpoint
studies are frequently necessary to establish BE, and
are a substantial barrier to approval of branded and
unbranded generic drug products that exert their effect
locally at the site of administration. To overcome the
barriers to developing topical generic products, the US
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has implemented
new strategies. For example, when a generic product
meets criteria for qualitative (Q1) and quantitative (Q2)
similarity, IVRT, along with some physicochemical and/or
pharmacodynamic testing, can be used to demonstrate
microstructure (Q3) similarity as an alternative to
conducting clinical trials. Several bioavailability (BA)
and BE guidance documents have been published since
2005. While the first guidance published for acyclovir
ointment was very short and general, the more recent
guidance documents on acyclovir cream, dapsone gel,

and ivermectin cream are very specific and detailed, and
outline requirements for development and validation of
the high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and
IVRT methods, as well as for the pivotal study comparison
of the generic to the reference product (11–14).

METHOD VALIDATION

Once a suitable IVRT method has been developed for
a specific product, it should be fully validated at the
appropriate time during product development. Various
publications over the last 20 years have highlighted
approaches to validated release methods using VDCs
(15–18). In the aforementioned FDA guidance documents,
the agency has recently described in detail the regulatory
expectations for method validations, starting with
the VDC (12). The apparatus should be appropriately
qualified by confirming the surface area, diffusion
cell volume, temperature control, and stirring rate.
Appropriate laboratory environmental controls should
also be monitored and maintained while conducting the
entire set of studies. The validation should include proper
assessment of the following method attributes: 1) drug
substance solubility and stability in the receptor fluid; 2)
drug substance binding to the membrane; 3) intra-run and
inter-run precision of release rates; 4) linearity of release
rate; 5) recovery, mass balance, and dose depletion; 6)
discrimination sensitivity; 7) discrimination selectivity; 8)
discrimination specificity; 9) supplemental discrimination
selectivity using altered formulations; and 10) robustness
with respect to the most critical method parameters
(e.g., dose volume, receptor fluid composition and/or pH,
stirring rate, temperature). Specific descriptions of each
of the aforementioned attributes can be found in the FDA
guidance document for acyclovir cream (12). Validation
of the HPLC method is recommended to be consistent
with either the current FDA guidance on Bioanalytical
Method Validation and/or the ICH Harmonized Tripartite
Guideline on Validation of Analytical Procedures Q2(R1)
(19, 20). Although the IVRT sample matrix is not as
complex as some biological matrices, the bioanalytical
method validation principles are frequently expected,
presumably because IVRT is used to support a biowaiver
for a clinical study (4).

VDC METHOD PARAMETERS

VDC methods have several parameters that must be
tightly controlled to achieve optimum, acceptable
performance. The primary method parameters include
the temperature of the receptor fluid, diffusion cell
dimensions (e.g., orifice diameter, size of the donor
chamber, and receptor volume), sampling times,
membrane, receptor fluid, stirring rate, amount of
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product to apply to the donor chamber, and application
method. During development of the VDC method, each
of these parameters should be appropriately selected and
justified with experimental data. Careful selection of each
parameter leads to developed methods that are precise,
reproducible, discriminatory for various alterations in
the dosage form, and suitable for validation. On the
other hand, inadequately chosen parameters can lead to
methods with high intra- and inter-experiment variability
that makes it difficult to draw adequate conclusions from
the data.
Each of the aforementioned method parameters will
be examined in greater detail, followed by a discussion
regarding how each these method parameters can
contribute to the overall variability in IVRT methods using
VDC.
Temperature

The temperature of the receptor fluid at the membrane
surface should be tightly controlled and justified based
on the site of application. For most products intended for
application to the skin surface, 32 °C ± 1 °C is suitable; for
products intended for rectal or vaginal application, 37 °C
± 1 °C is more appropriate (4). The temperature should be
measured in each diffusion cell prior to application of the
drug product to the donor chamber and at the conclusion
of the experiment to confirm the temperature was within
the appropriate range throughout the experiment.

Third, the volume of the receptor chamber can be used
to increase or decrease the capacity of the receptor fluid
to ensure that ‘sink’ conditions are maintained at the
terminal sampling time. The larger the receptor volume,
the larger the ‘sink’ becomes. The optimal dimensions of
the diffusion cell will be product-specific and should be
appropriately justified using experimental data.
As an example of the impact of VDC design on drug
release, Figure 1 presents the release of hydrocortisone
from hydrocortisone cream using 70:30 water:ethanol as
the receptor fluid and a Tuffryn membrane. Two sets of
diffusion cells were used with different dimensions. The
larger cells have a receptor chamber with a volume of
approximately 12 mL and surface area of 1.767 cm2, while
the small cells have a receptor chamber with a volume
of approximately 8 mL and surface area of 1.0 cm2. The
amount of cream applied to the donor chamber was 400
mg for large cells and 1 g for small cells. Although the
release rates are similar and equivalent, the percent of
applied dose released is 12% for large cells as opposed
to only 2.5% for small cells; the percent released was
reduced with a larger application amount and smaller
orifice. Although in this case the release rates did not
change significantly, different cell dimensions can lead
to vastly different release rates for the same formulation
and same VDC method.

VDC Dimensions

Diffusion cells with various dimensions are commercially
available from several vendors. USP chapter <1724>
describes the dimensions that are generally acceptable.
If other dimensions of a VDC are used, they should be
appropriately justified. Three dimensions of the diffusion
cell should be carefully considered prior to developing
a method: the size of the donor chamber, the orifice
diameter, and the volume of the receptor chamber. First,
the size (i.e., volume capacity) of the donor chamber can
impact the ability to maintain the infinite dose assumption
during the experiment. If the active ingredient releases
quickly into the receptor chamber, and a large percentage
of the applied dose is released into the receptor chamber
during the experiment, a larger donor chamber may be
necessary in combination with an increased application
amount to maintain the infinite dose. Second, the orifice
diameter can impact the percentage of the applied dose
that is released into the receptor chamber during the
experiment. The percent released can be minimized by
using a smaller orifice diameter. Conversely, the percent
released can be increased by using a larger orifice diameter.
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Figure 1. Release of hydrocortisone from a cream formulation using
vertical diﬀusion cells with diﬀerent dimensions.

Sampling Times and Procedure

Sampling is generally performed over a 4-6-hour period
with a minimum of five samples per diffusion cell (4,
10). This duration is experimentally practical, and the
identification of a linear region of release can typically
be achieved within this time frame when other method
parameters are properly selected. The sampling times
should be chosen to ensure that the cumulative amount

of drug released is linear with respect to the square root
of time (4, 10). When an aliquot of the receptor fluid is
withdrawn, the same volume of pre-warmed receptor
fluid should be immediately replaced such that the lower
surface of the membrane remains in contact with the
receptor fluid throughout the experiment. The samples
should be pulled from a location within the middle of the
body of the diffusion cell that is properly mixed.
Synthetic Membrane

The synthetic membrane is intended to serve as an inert
holding surface for the formulation during the course of
the experiment. The membrane will cover the orifice at the
intersection between the donor and receptor chambers;
the orifice itself, and not the membrane, will define the
surface area available for the formulation. There are a
variety of commercially available synthetic membranes
that can be used successfully during IVRT experiments
(e.g. PTFE (polyethylenetertafluoroethylene), PVDF
(polyvinylidene fluoride), polycarbonate, polysulfone,
polyethersulfone, nylon, and cellulose). Each of these
membrane types can be purchased from several vendors
with varying diameters and pore sizes.
The synthetic membrane should not be the rate-limiting
factor for drug release, bind to the drug substance in the
product, or create any interference in the analytical assay.
The synthetic membrane should be compatible with the
drug product and the selected receptor fluid.
Receptor Fluid

The receptor fluid is perhaps the most critical parameter
to select during development of the IVRT method. The
receptor fluid should have high capacity to dissolve
the drug substance to ensure that sink conditions are
maintained throughout the experiment (i.e., release rate
of the active ingredient should not be limited by the drug
solubility in the receptor fluid and the solubility of the
active ingredient in the receptor is five to 10 times higher
than the concentration in the sample taken at the final
timepoint). Methods that do not meet the definition of
sink conditions should not be used to draw conclusions
regarding drug product performance. The chosen
solvents should also be compatible with the membrane,
as well as the analytical methodology for analysis of the
samples. The active ingredient should be sufficiently
stable in the receptor fluid, and data should be generated
to support stability during the experiment at the
appropriate temperature, during the analysis to support
re-injection of samples if necessary, and during storage
after collection, if desired. In addition, the receptor fluid
should provide linear and precise release rates during a

single experiment, adequate reproducibility of release
rates from experiment to experiment and from scientist
to scientist, and sufficient discrimination between
intentionally altered formulations as described in the FDA
guidance document for acyclovir cream (12).
Stirring Rate

The stirring rate should be consistent across all diffusion
cells. The nominal value of many commercially available
diffusion cell systems is 600 rpm, although other speeds
can be justified provided adequate mixing of the receptor
fluid is achieved throughout the experiment.
Amount of Drug Product

Generally, not less than 300 mg of the drug product is
applied to the donor chamber, which is typically sufficient
to completely cover the exposed membrane surface
(4, 10). During the experiment, the release kinetics of
the drug substance should be within the requirements
of Higuchi’s assumptions of an infinite dose to ensure
optimal performance of the method (21–24). Generally
speaking, no more than 30% of the applied drug substance
should be released into the receptor fluid during the
experiment to ensure an infinite dose is maintained in
the donor chamber; therefore, amounts larger than 300
mg are justified to ensure an infinite dose is maintained
throughout the experiment. Amounts less than 300
mg may also be justified provided the formulation
completely covers the exposed membrane surface and
an infinite dose is maintained in the donor chamber at
the final sampling point of the experiment. Allowing
release of more than 30% of the applied dose can lead to
non-linearity of the release profile as the amount of drug
substance in the donor chamber becomes rate limiting.
The slope of the release profile will decline leading to
the appearance of a saturation of release. Insufficient
linearity can contribute to variability in release rate data
and impact the overall quality of data; thus, the 30%
release cut-off is recommended to ensure precise and
reproducible data.
Application Method

Because there are multiple acceptable designs of the
VDC, the approach for delivering the dosage form into
the donor chamber may vary. In addition, the physical
properties (e.g., viscosity) of the dosage form itself may
be a factor in how best to deliver the drug product
into the donor chamber. Various methods have been
implemented including using a metal spatula to spread
the dosage form into the middle of a Teflon wafer, using
syringes of various volumes, and pouring the product
directly on the exposed surface of the membrane. The
AUGUST 2018
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approach should minimally affect the rheology of the
dosage form and be reproducible, such that release rates
are not affected by the application method.

COMMON SOURCES OF VARIABILITY IN IVRT
METHODS USING VDC

As with any analytical methodology, IVRT methods and
the calculated release rates have a certain degree of
variability. Specific aspects of IVRT methods require
significant human intervention (e.g., sample preparation,
application of the product to the donor chamber,
sampling), which contributes to a higher degree of
variability than other well-established analytical methods.
Much published literature has described the associated
variability, including the original SUPAC guidance
document, highlighting the importance of a fundamental
understanding of where this variability comes from, and
how it might be better controlled (25–27, 10). There
are several outputs from an IVRT experiment in which
variability is frequently observed; understanding how IVRT
data is expressed is key to understanding and identifying
the sources of potential error. Generally speaking, there
are three different categories of variability that can be
observed from an IVRT method, referred to as ‘withincell variability’, ‘within-experiment variability’, and ‘dayto-day variability’.
Release rate data is generated based on linear regression
of the cumulative release of the active ingredient per unit
area expressed as a function of the square root of time
(i.e. the linearity of release rate) (Figure 1); therefore, a
release rate is calculated based on a minimum of five
samples over a given time period within a single cell.
Variability among sample concentrations within a single
cell can lead to poor linearity, which can be described as
‘within-cell variability’ because it occurs within a single
diffusion cell. The linearity of the release rate should be
> 0.90 within a single cell to minimize variability amongst
multiple cells (12).
Typical experimental protocols include six replicates for
a given drug product to allow calculation of an average
release rate. Within these six replicates, the coefficient
of variation should ideally be ≤ 15% to allow meaningful
conclusions to be drawn; although variability can reach
as high as 20% and still be considered sufficiently precise
based on the experience of the authors (12). This type
of variability can be described as ‘within-experiment
variability’ because it is calculated from the release rates
from multiple diffusion cells within a single experiment.
Release rate experiments for a single product may be
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performed on multiple days and by multiple scientists.
Poorly robust methods can express variability over
time between experiments; this type of variability can
be described as ‘day-to-day variability’. An example of
release rate experiments being performed on multiple
days for a single product is during a stability program,
where release rate data from an initial data point (T=0)
may be compared to later data points (e.g., T= 3 months)
generated after extended periods of time at specified
storage conditions. To allow interpretation of data
over extended periods of time, VDC methods must be
reproducible when performed on different days and by
different scientists.
To consistently minimize variability and generate
precise and reproducible data, one must consider the
contributing factors from the experimental protocol
and identify those than can be minimized by improving
technique and implementing laboratory controls. Within
a given experiment, there are many potential sources of
variability including the dosage form itself, appropriate
selection of a compatible VDC design, sample preparation,
sample application method, sampling technique, and
composition of the receptor fluid. Each of these factors
will be discussed in greater detail.
Drug Product Dosage Form and Physical Properties

Certain dosage forms may be more prone to variability
than others by nature of their physical properties.
Physical properties can affect the rate of release of a
drug from the dosage form matrix and contribute to the
variability associated with the developed IVRT method.
The type of dosage and the complexity of the dosage
form will contribute to the extent of variability observed
in the release rate profile. Dosage forms with multiple
phases (e.g., creams and lotions) are more complex than
single-phase dosage forms (e.g., gels); the complex nature
of the dosage form makes it more difficult to control the
variability. The active ingredient may be required to diffuse
through multiple phases within the formulation before
being fully released from the dosage form to enter the
receptor chamber and receptor fluid. Further, multiplephase dosage forms are frequently more sensitive to
shear stress, and their physical stability may be impacted
during sample preparation or during application of the
sample to the donor chamber.
Similarly, dosage forms that contain a percentage of
the drug in solution and a percentage in suspension are
another example of more complex dosage forms with
a tendency towards increased inherent variability. The
active ingredient may require solubilization within the

dosage form or at the interface with receptor fluid before
being fully released into the receptor fluid.
As an example, internal studies have shown that a polar
drug, such as acyclovir, often shows high variability in the
release profile when present in suspension in ointment,
while variability from the cream formulation may be easier
to control. Similarly, for drugs such as desonide, where
multiple dosage forms (lotion, cream, and ointment)
exist, inherent variability of the release profile will vary
for each dosage form depending on the complexity of the
formulation.
VDC Donor Chamber

USP Chapter <1724> describes two different donor
chamber designs. The first model uses a Teflon wafer to
create the donor chamber that will hold the product on
top of the synthetic membrane. The wafer is typically
1.5 mm in height and 15 mm in diameter, although other
dimensions are commercially available. A support disk is
assembled on top of the wafer to occlude the product
before applying a clamp to secure the donor chamber
to the receptor chamber. In this model, the wafer
defines the surface area in which the product contacts
the membrane, and the product is applied to the donor
chamber before fully securing the wafer and disk to the
receptor chamber.
The second model uses a ground glass donor chamber
in combination with a ground glass receptor chamber
to create the interface between the two chambers.
The orifice in both chambers has matching diameters,
typically 11.28 or 15 mm, thus defining the surface area in
which the product contacts the membrane and receptor
fluid. In this model, the product is applied to the donor
chamber after fully securing the donor chamber to the
receptor chamber. The donor chambers in this model are
typically 18 mm height, approximately 10 times greater
than the standard wafers.
There are three important differences to note between
the two types of donor chambers. Because the Teflon
wafer model does not have a corresponding surface
underneath the membrane to provide support for the
formulation, the wafer model may not be ideal for low
viscosity or runny formulations. Using this model with
a low-viscosity formulation can lead to the formulation
leaking outside of the defined surface area created by
the wafer orifice, creating variability in the exposure
of the drug product to the receptor fluid, potentially
causing ‘within-cell variability.’ If the surface area of
exposure is variable from one diffusion cell to the next,

the variability in release rates may also go up within an
experiment. The ground glass model is amenable to lowviscosity formulations and is even compatible with liquid
formulations as the ground glass joint provides a sufficient
interface to prevent leakage.
Secondly, the capacity of the donor chamber when using
a Teflon wafer is limited due to reduced height. The
capacity of the donor chamber when using the standard
size wafer is approximately 200–400 mg of drug product,
while the capacity of the donor chamber without the
wafer is five to 10 times larger.
The final difference to note is the point at which the donor
chamber is fully secured to the receptor chamber. When
using the ground glass model, the chambers are secured
together before applying the product to the diffusion cell,
reducing access to the membrane surface and making
it more challenging to gently deliver the formulation to
the membrane surface. Due to the reduced access, the
sample application methods are limited with this model.
For some formulations, the sample application method
can alter the physical characteristics of the product and
lead to both within-cell and within-experiment variability.
Sample Preparation and Application Method

The sample preparation technique and application
method can lead to substantial variability if not
performed properly. Sample preparation refers to the
method used to collect the formulation from the package
(i.e., tube, pump, jar), and the application method refers
to the how the formulation is applied to the donor
chamber. The approach to collect sufficient formulation
from the dosage form should be simple, consistent,
and apply minimal stress or shear to the drug product.
Shear stress can create physical instability in complex
dosage forms such as lotions and creams; the resulting
changes within the formulation can lead to within-cell
variability as well as within-experiment variability, as
the formulation transforms within the donor chamber
following application. In some cases, subtle manipulation
or mixing of the formulation prior to application may be
necessary, but should be appropriately justified.
Similarly, the application technique should be simple,
consistent, and apply minimal stress or shear to the drug
product. There are two typical approaches: spreading
with a spatula and delivery with a syringe. The approach
used is typically dependent on two factors: the type of
diffusion cell donor chamber and the physical properties
of the dosage form. As described earlier, certain VDCs
require the use of a Teflon wafer and others do not.
Models that use a Teflon wafer allow greater access to
AUGUST 2018
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the membrane surface during application, which allows
the formulation to be spread gently with a metal spatula,
reducing variability for complex formulations that are
sensitive to shear stress applied to the formulation
if delivered to the donor chamber using a syringe.
Therefore, release rates from complex formulations will
frequently have reduced variability when the formulation
is applied to the donor chamber using a spreading
technique with a spatula. As an example, Table 1
presents a comparison of release rate variability using
two different application techniques for single-phase and
multiple-phase formulations (28). Precision of the release
rates was dependent on the application technique for the
two-phase products. Minimizing shear during application
to the donor chamber led to improved precision and
reproducibility of release rates. The impact of shear on
the variability was dosage form dependent, as the more
complex formulations were impacted while the singlephase product was not. Additionally, Figure 2 presents
release rate data for hydrocortisone from a 1% cream
formulation using each application technique. When the
product was applied using a spatula, the release rates
showed less variability compared to application of the
product with a syringe.
The formulation should be applied smoothly and evenly
across the membrane and should not visibly separate
from the membrane after application. Separation will
create air bubbles to form at the interface between the
membrane and the drug product. The impact of gaps
in contact can have a similar effect on the data as an
air bubble in the receptor fluid. The variability can be
expressed as within-cell or within-experiment variability.
Some products, such as hydrophobic ointments, have an
increased tendency to form air pockets during spreading
compared to delivery with a syringe. The physical
compatibility of the formulation with the membrane will

have significant influence on the formation of gaps in the
drug product.

Figure 2. Release of hydrocortisone from a cream formulation using
diﬀerent application techniques.

Sampling Technique

Sampling technique is a critical component of the
method and can contribute to variability in the data if
not performed properly. Proper sampling technique
differs depending on the manufacturer of the diffusion
cell; general suggestions are described in USP <1724>.
The sample should be consistently withdrawn from the
center of the diffusion cell below the membrane surface.
Care should be implemented to ensure the sample is not
taken in close proximity to the arm of the diffusion cell,
as mixing in the base of the arm is minimal in comparison
to the center of the diffusion cell. Sampling too close
to the arm of the diffusion cell can lead to low sample
concentrations and apparent non-linearity in release
rate of the active ingredient. If the sampling procedure is
not performed using a calibrated pipette, the procedure
should be appropriately qualified to demonstrate that it
does not contribute to within-cell or within-experiment
variability.

Table 1. Release Rate Variability for Three Drug Products Using Two Distinct Application Techniques (n = 6)
Drug Product

Application
Technique

Two-Phase Cream
Two-Phase Gel
Single-Phase Ointment

Syringe
(higher shear)

Exp. #

1

2

3
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-

-

1

2

3

4

5

%RSD

24.5

30.7

25.5

-

-

6.5

15.5

7.8

14.1

8.7-

Exp. #

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

-

%RSD

32.7

28.6

20.4

29.3

36.3

3.1

10.1

1.0

9.1

-

Exp. #

1

2

3

-

-

1

2

3

-

-

%RSD

12.3

5.4

6.6

-

-

17.1

17.1

14.1

-

-

*Exp, experiment; RSD, relative standard deviation; -, not tested.
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Spatula
(minimal shear)

Receptor Fluid Composition

The composition of the receptor fluid is arguably the most
critical parameter in any IVRT method. The composition
of the receptor fluid should be compatible with the drug
product and the inert membrane, the active ingredient
should be sufficiently soluble in the volume available for
the test, and it should facilitate discrimination sensitivity,
selectivity and specificity. During development and
validation of the method, the sensitivity of the release
rate to the composition of the receptor fluid should be
assessed during robustness experiments. The ratio of
components, pH, ionic strength, and any other relevant
variations should be evaluated. The release rate of the
active ingredient using the altered compositions should
be directly compared to the release rate of the active
ingredient using the original method conditions. Methods
with insufficient robustness (i.e., when the altered
conditions do not meet the “sameness” criteria using the
statistical test described in the SUPAC guidance (10)) can
be poorly reproducible and lead to high inter-experiment
variability between different days, labs, or scientists (i.e.,
day-to-day variability). Figure 3 illustrates an example in
which the release rate of the active ingredient is highly
sensitive to the amount of organic solvent present in the
receptor fluid. Moderate adjustments to the amount of
organic solvent (~5%) led to substantial differences in the
release rate of the active ingredient. In this case, adding a
small amount of additional organic solvent to the receptor
fluid doubled the release rate. Sensitivity such as this will
make it difficult to compare release rates generated on
different days and by different scientists using different
receptor fluid preparations. Highly controlled techniques
and tight limits for preparation of the receptor fluid can
minimize the impact of a highly sensitive receptor fluid
(i.e., the use of volumetric glassware and preparation of
the receptor fluid on the day of use).
Receptor Fluid Outgassing (Air Bubbles)

A very common source of variability is caused by receptor
fluid outgassing and formation of air bubbles in the
receptor chamber. Receptor fluid outgassing is prevalent

in receptor fluids that contain mixtures of aqueous and
organic components. Receptor fluids with surfactants
also tend to form air bubbles during an IVRT experiment
and are typically used only when necessary to achieve
adequate solubility of the active ingredient. These
air bubbles can collect at the interface between the
membrane and the receptor fluid, reducing the surface
area available for drug release. This reduced surface area
can lead to a reduction in release rate and contribute
to variability in the data. If air bubbles are observed
during an experiment, they can be removed by carefully
inverting the cell to release the bubble through the
open sampling arm. Depending on when an air bubble
is identified, the variability may be expressed as ‘withincell’ as non-linearity, or ‘within-experiment’ as an outlier
cell. De-aeration of the receptor fluid prior to use will limit
outgassing during the experiment.
140
Cumulative Amount Released (µg/cm2)

After sampling or during sampling, it is important to
replace the volume sampled with an equivalent volume
of pre-warmed receptor fluid to maintain a constant
volume during the experiment. During both sampling and
replacing it is critical to avoid the introduction of any air
bubbles into the receptor chamber. Air bubbles will rise
to the interface between the receptor fluid and inert
membrane, reducing the surface area available for drug
release. This reduced surface area can lead to a reduction
in release rate and contribute to within-cell variability.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity of release rate on the composition of the receptor ﬂuid.

CONCLUSIONS

There are several factors that contribute to the overall
variability observed in IVRT data. Current equipment used
to perform IVRT studies requires considerable human
involvement, particularly during sample application
and sample withdrawal, making data vulnerable to
experimental error. Implementation of strict laboratory
controls and experimental protocols, as well as using
appropriately qualified and validated VDC systems,
can reduce the likelihood of higher variability. As IVRT
methodology continues to evolve into a regulatory
expectation, standardized equipment and enhanced
automation will continue to reduce the observed
variability and improve experimental outcomes.
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